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Making tech a top priority
Four in five restaurant operators agree technology increases sales, makes
their restaurant more productive and provides a competitive advantage.
To take advantage of these potential benefits, restaurant owners have
started implementing technology in dining rooms, kitchens and online
for on-the-go diners.

Quick stats:

More than 60%

An estimated 73%

Approximately 80%

of diners have used restaurant
technology while grabbing a
bite to eat.2

of restaurant owners plan on
using new business technology
in the upcoming year.3

of diners agree that restaurant
technology improves their guest
experience.4

National Restaurant Association:
Mapping the Technology Landscape
2
National Restaurant Association
1

3

1

4
4

Food Safety Magazine
Toast Report on Restaurant Technology
in 2016: Dining Edition
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Grabbing a piece of the pie
Tableside tablets, self-service kiosks, digital loyalty programs and
online ordering are just a few examples of restaurant technology
that have caught on in a big way. Find out what you should consider
before incorporating these technologies.

Tableside tablets and
self-service kiosks
A Restaurant Trade Survey from American Express found 63
percent of restaurant owners and managers said they’d invest in
technology if it made their day-to-day operations more efficient.5
Tableside tablets and self-service kiosks can help do just that,
especially for fast casual and quick service restaurants.
Shorter wait times
Nearly half of all diners would place an order on a
touch-screen terminal in a restaurant.6 Tableside tablets
and self-service kiosks enable diners to send orders to
the kitchen as soon as they’re ready.
Easy access to nutritional information
For the nearly 15 million Americans with food allergies,
nutritional information—which can be accessed at the
tap of a button on tablets and kiosks—is an important
part of the dining experience.
Opportunity for increased sales
A digital menu featured on a tableside tablet or
self-service kiosk gives your restaurant the chance to
include high-resolution images of desserts and side
dishes that may look too tasty to pass up.

5
6
7

Small Business Trends
National Restaurant Association
Food Allergy Research and Education

3 steps to take before
implementing tableside
tablets and self-service
kiosks
1

Train your front-ofhouse staff on the tool

2

Figure out who to
contact in case of
technical hiccups

3

Conduct a week trial
run prior to rollout
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Did you know? 71 percent of 18–34 year olds prefer to order from a tableside tablet.8
Meet the needs of each diner by asking whether they’d like to place their order with
a waiter or choose a dish using a tableside tablet.

Digital loyalty programs
A study from Software Advice found 96 percent of millennials
use restaurant loyalty programs. Here’s a quick look at the
benefits of a digital loyalty program as well as the do’s and
don’ts of deploying one.
Boost in sales
Brand advocacy

Do’s

Don’ts

Offer instant
rewards

Send too
many emails

Personalize
the program

Assign a rewards
number or
punch card

Incorporate
diner feedback

Forget a sign-up
bonus

Better understanding of diner spending habits

Online ordering
Four out of 10 diners prefer to order online, and spend 26 percent
more per online order at quick service restaurants as well as 13
percent more in casual and fast-casual establishments. Improve
your restaurant’s bottom line by offering the chance to order from
a desktop or mobile device.
Optimize your website for mobile devices
Partner with a company that offers a platform
Market new features to loyal diners and
potential customers

8
9

Kiosk Marketplace
Fast Casual
Deloitte

10
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Preparing for the future
New restaurant technology is always being developed. Find out how
robots and head-mounted displays—two of the industry’s hottest ideas
—may one day work with your staff to improve restaurant operations
as well as the diner experience.

Back-of-house robots
From chopping up vegetables to frying up a diner’s order, the
sky’s the limit for robotic workers. And while robots handle some
back-of-house tasks, your staff can dedicate more time to the
customer experience. Consider the following benefits:
Increased speed and efficiency
Reduced labor costs
Enhanced safety

Implementing the
latest technology
Before getting started,
consider these questions:
Do you have the available
budget?

Head-mounted displays
Head-mounted displays—display devices worn on the
head—may soon make it possible for diners to customize
their orders by choosing between virtually-displayed
ingredients. Key benefits include:
Enables diners to virtually interact with your
brand while customizing their orders
Offers a live look at how each dish is made
Provides entertainment options while food is
being prepared

Have you consulted your
restaurant staff?
What is your timeline for
implementation?
What metrics will you use to
measure the effectiveness of
the technology?
How will you solicit feedback
from staff members and
diners after the technology
has been implemented?
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Next steps
Growing familiarity with technology has helped shift consumer
expectations. Meet this demand for a tech-infused dining experience
by looking for new ways to improve operations, increase customer
satisfaction and cut costs.
From tableside tablets to back-of-house robots, you have a lot
of options to consider. Solicit customer feedback and keep an eye
on what other restaurants in your community are doing to gain a
better sense of which piece of restaurant technology is right for
your restaurant.

About Grubhub online ordering
If you’re looking to increase orders and revenue, Grubhub can help put your restaurant online—where
your hungry customers can find it—from their computer, tablet or smartphone. Grubhub works with your
existing processes to make online ordering more efficient for your business. And there are no startup
costs for working with Grubhub—restaurants only pay for the orders they need.

Email moreorders@grubhub.com
Call 877-805-5081
Visit get.grubhub.com
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